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Book 5 in Nicholas Sansbury Smith&apos;s bestselling, award-winning & top-rated Extinction Cycle.
Start with Book 1 for a special price here. amzn.to/1V1RCuM__________________________Hope
rises in the hearts of those still left standing, but safety seems to be just an illusion. In a single night
of shattering terror, Plum Island is destroyed, and key scientist Dr. Kate Lovato is abducted.The end
has arrived...Almost seven weeks have passed since the Hemorrhage Virus ravaged the world. The
remnants of the United States military have regrouped and relocated Central Command to the
George Washington Carrier Strike Group. It&apos;s here, in the North Atlantic, that President Jan
Ringgold and Vice President George Johnson prepare to deploy a new bioweapon and embark on
the final mission to take back the country from the Variants.With his home gone and his friends
kidnapped, Master Sergeant Reed Beckham and his remaining men must take drastic measures to
save what&apos;s left of the human race. But not everyone at Central Command has the same plan
for victory. As the Variants continue to evolve, only a handful of heroes stand between the creatures
and mankind&apos;s total extinction.One way or another, the battle for the United States of America
ends here.
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This can NOT be the end!!!! I have truly treasured these stories! I can honestly say that Nicholas
Smith has made my top 10 of all time favorite book series. I have always been fascinated with
Viruses and Mr. Smith brought his A game in the field of not only medicine, but to make the
variations of what combining and mutating certain ones could do. He grasps the characters, male or
female and brings them to life before you. You Care, you laugh, cry, cheer and mourn with them all.
He does wounded Vets proud, and does not leave out anyone. You HOPE! That is what this series
portrays. HOPE and determination. I cannot say enough about how GREAT his writing is. Love that
he also made females as we truly are. Fighters for what we believe in and love. Not just in the
background, cooking or being there for a filler as many male authors tend to do. I fell in love with all
of the characters..Even the 4 legged one! I really hope he finds the inspiration, or "they" do not stop
bugging him to continue on in this series as I just KNOW there are so many more stories to be told.
And as we all know...Mother Nature and Man ALWAYS have a story to tell.

Completely perfect ending to this incredible series. I agree with many other reviewers that NSS
really needs to try and shop this around to see if anyone would go for adapting it to a screenplay for
a movie. I read a lot of these 4-6 book series and very often find myself going satisfied to unsatisfied
to....whatever. Many lack the consistency of storyline and character discipline that NSS has with this
series. I am sad to see it end but it was done in the right way. Thank you NSS !

Absolutely an outstanding end to a super series. Can't say enough about this book. A lot of author's
will take liberties in the final chapter or final book to turn everything that went previously on its head.
Nicholas Sansbury Smith held true to his characters and delivered a fantastic ending filled with
honor and respect to the men and women who fight and die for this country. Great job.

I am truly amazed at the brilliant writing of Nick Smith. The conclusion of his Extinction series was
so much more that I ever expected. I was in such suspense; heart racing, pacing while reading,
yelling, tears falling, and literally having to stop reading just to catch my breath. One of the most
poignant moments in the book was Beckham fingering all the dog tags and honoring in his mind all
who died throughout this journey. Tears flowing but also a wonderful opportunity for us readers to
say our goodbyes and to remember the sacrifices too. The conclusion of this series leaves us
saying well done, very well done Nick Smith. Characters sometimes say it best.Beckham said. "I
need both of you frosty." "I'm a g#*^%#* deep freeze." Tank replied.Memories of something his

Mom once told Reed. "Reed, someday people will depend on you, and I know you will grow up to be
a brave and loyal man."Garcia says. " All it takes is all you got Marine".Something Meg says to Fitz.
"You didn't fail us. You saved us with your friendship and kindness."And finally President Ringold at
the end says. "Hope my friends. Courage and hope."Nick, this book was perfect. Thank you for all
the wonderful hours of enjoyment.I received an Arc but have purchased the Kindle and paperback.

I could not wait to read the final conclusion of the Extinction Cycle series. I loved Extinction End!The
author's storytelling keeps on getting better and better. Rather than get burdened down by blow by
blow military maneuvers (which I don't enjoy) or science that tries to explain things to the nth
degree, the author has created a very enjoyable, fictional world that revolves around the characters
and their struggles with a man made virus that has mutated humans into something nightmarish. I
was kept on the edge of my recliner going through ups and downs, smiles and laughs and sniffles
and sadness. As the battle between Variants and their offspring and Team Ghost intensifies and
comes to a conclusion, we lose some of our heroes and find budding romance between others.
There were several scenes that really got to me on an emotional level. We see the good in people
who are desperate give their all to ensure the survival of the human race and the bad in desperate
people who lack faith in others. There were times I wanted to jump into the story and strangle some
people! As I got closer and closer to the end I kept wanting it to go on and on. But this story must
come to an end unfortunately. The conclusion and epilogue were wonderfully written and unlike
other series I've read, did justice to the characters we've come to love.I, for one, would love to see
the Extinction Cycle made into a movie. It's fun to imagine who I'd pick as actors for the characters.
I have it all planned out!!!I wholeheartedly recommend the Extinction Cycle series to anyone that
loves the zombie, post apocalyptic genre!

Book 5 marks the exciting conclusion to one of the best post-apocalyptic series out there. Once
again,we are treated to an exciting mix of action and horror framed against a scientific plausible
backdrop. I wasn't quite sure how Smith would wrap up this saga but he does it with skill, passion
and deep emotion. Suspense and action galore. I can only hope there will be a spin-off in the future.
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